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Color yourself a fan! Joe Hill and Gabriel Rodriguez's wonder-filled world of Locke & Key produced

gorgeous, detailed pages of comic book art... and the best of those illustrations is collected here for

your coloring enjoyment! "Price Includes VAT"
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Very fun coloring book. I don't personally follow or have read any of the Locke & Key books. I was

merely looking for a coloring book that was a little "different." Well... I got it! This book is so fun, and

has many very unique pictures that immediately spark the imagination.I have included a few images

of some of my favorite pages.The pictures themselves are one-sided. For each picture's left-hand

page simply includes a small graphic and a quote (I'm guessing from the books) that relate to the

picture to be colored on the right-hand page.The paper is not as rough and thick as something you

might find in one of Johanna Basford's books; however, it definitely feels solid. I have not used any

gel inks or solvents yet, only pencils. But as soon as I use one of the referenced methods, I'll update

this post to comment on how the paper holds up.There are definitely plenty of pages to color too (30

to be exact).For what I've noticed of the paper quality, variety of images, and the fact that there's

pretty much no pre-shading (except for the parts specifically intended to be pitch black), I would

absolutely recommend this to anyone looking for a fun and unique coloring book or a fan of the

actual books. Well worth the price, without question.UPDATE:I just realized another really nice

feature about this book, which I thought worth mentioning because it's not something you see often.



This book's coloring pages are actually perforated, so if you want to take a page out during/after

coloring it is an incredibly easy process.

I was very wary of purchasing this book. I have been watching it for awhile since it was available as

a preorder. I am a huge fan of this series and was worried it wouldn't be handled properly and would

degrade the quality of the original work.I was wrong to worry. The images are crisp and clear and

perfectly duplicated. Gabriel Rodriguez has created some of the best artwork in comics today and

they are beautiful to look at and I find myself looking through it just admiring an artist at the top of

his craft. The paper is a very nice stock and feels good in my hand with nice rigidity as I flip through

them.I have two complaints this book 1) the binding is so good that it makes it hard to lay flat to

color. I would have liked to see a perforation so the individual pages could be pulled out to color 2)

the illustrations are so beautiful in black and white that I don't want to mess them up by coloring

them (somewhat nullifying my first complaint)All said, I would definitely recommend this to anyone

who is a fan of the series. If you haven't read it yet and are a fan of comics or simply great

storytelling, I strongly recommend reading the novels.

Perfect compliment to the books with high enough to quality paper that you won't have to transfer

them to artist sketch books to actually do the coloring you want. Fascinating art awaits for you to put

whatever hues you want it.

Nice thick paper. Amazingly cool art. I was looking for some morbid/dark art to color and this really

hit the mark. Very varied scenes..some more intricate than others, which is great for when you want

to really get in to it..or just a light session. What else to say...good art, good paper ..get it.

Stunning, with great scenes from the graphic novels.Lots of black filled in, to give depth, the pages

are vert thick and hold water without bubbling up.Highly recommended. Watch my full review

here:[..]

I'm scared I'm gonna screw it up, but otherwise the detail is just as amazing as the Graphic Novel

and I can't wait to continue exploring it.
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